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(54) GAS TURBINE ENGINES AND CORRESPONDING METHOD

(57) A gas turbine engine (50) airflow member (62)
is disclosed having spherical interface shapes at a tip
end (74) and a hub end (76). In one embodiment, the
airflow member is a fan blade. The spherical interface
shapes can be convex or concave. In one form, the tip
end spherical shape is axially shifted aft relative to a hub
end. The tip end can include relatively little forward por-
tion in an expanding flow path with predominant portion

of the tip end in a contracting flow path. Such a configu-
ration can occur with a midpoint (84) and trailing edge
(80) located in the contracting flow path. A center of grav-
ity (82) of a swept airflow member having spherical end
shape can be located on a pivot axis (72) of the airflow
member. Divot depressions (86) can be provided to per-
mit concave flow path shapes.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit
of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Number
61/775,635, filed 10 March 2013, the disclosure of which
is now expressly incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure generally relates to gas
turbine engine airflow members having tip clearance fea-
tures. More particularly, but not exclusively, the present
disclosure relates to tip clearance using spherical
shapes.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Providing consistent and small tip clearance in
gas turbine engine airflow members remains an area of
interest. Some existing systems have various shortcom-
ings relative to certain applications. Accordingly, there
remains a need for further contributions in this area of
technology.

SUMMARY

[0004] One embodiment of the present disclosure is a
unique gas turbine engine airflow member. Other em-
bodiments include apparatuses, systems, devices, hard-
ware, methods, and combinations for maintaining small
tip clearances over a range of operating conditions of a
gas turbine engine airflow member. Further embodi-
ments, forms, features, aspects, benefits, and advantag-
es of the present application shall become apparent from
the description and figures provided herewith.
[0005] According to an aspect of the disclosure, a gas
turbine engine may include an airflow member displaced
from an engine centerline and disposed in a gas path
between a radially outer flow path boundary and a radially
inner flow path boundary. The airflow member may have
a tip end spaced apart from the radially outer flow path
boundary that together form a tip interface. The tip inter-
face may include a spherical interface shape having a
spherical radius that extends over an axial range and is
characterized by a forward axial end, an axial midpoint,
and an aft axial end. The axial midpoint and aft axial end
may be located in a region in which the spherical interface
shape is descending toward the engine centerline.
[0006] In some embodiments, the airflow member may
include a hub end spaced apart from the radially inner
flow path boundary. The tip end may be shifted axially
aft relative to the hub end. In some embodiments, the
forward axial end may be located in a region in which the
flow path is expanding away from the engine centerline.
[0007] In some embodiments, the airflow member may
include a sweep. A center of gravity of the airflow member

may be located on the adjustment axis.
[0008] In some embodiments, the airflow member may
be a variable rotor blade having an adjustment axis. The
variable rotor blade may be pivotable about the adjust-
ment axis. A trailing edge at a hub end of the variable
rotor blade may include a negative camber.
[0009] In some embodiments, the adjustment axis may
be in front of a mid chord location at the tip end. In some
embodiments, the airflow member may include a forward
sweep.
[0010] In some embodiments, the airflow member may
further include a hub end near the radially inner flow path
boundary that together form a hub interface. The airflow
member may be pivotable about a pivot axis such that
the tip end and the hub end are rotatable relative to the
radially outer flow path boundary and radially inner flow
path boundary. The hub interface may include a hub
spherical interface shape having a spherical radius. In
some embodiments, the radially inner flow path boundary
at the aft end of the airflow member may descend towards
an engine centerline.
[0011] According to another aspect of the present dis-
closure, a gas turbine engine may include a variable po-
sition airfoil member that has a hub end having a leading
edge and a trailing edge. The variable position airfoil
member may be disposed within a flow path annulus ad-
jacent a hub flow path surface having a divot that includes
a downstream end in which a radial rate of growth of the
downstream end is increasing. The variable position air-
foil member may be pivotable around an adjustment axis
and capable of being moved between a first position and
a second position where the first position provides a flow
area greater than a flow area in the second position. The
hub end may be offset from the divot to permit pivoting
movement of the variable position airfoil member without
interference from the flow path surface between the first
position and the second position. The offset between the
flow path surface of the divot and the hub end of the
variable position airfoil member may be constant as the
variable vane moves between the first position and the
second position.
[0012] In some embodiments, the apparatus may fur-
ther include a plurality of variable position airflow mem-
bers associated with a plurality of divots distributed
around the circumferentially extending flow path surface.
A plurality of adjustment axes associated with the plural-
ity of variable airflow members may intersect at a com-
mon origin. The hub end may have a greater proportion
disposed forward of the adjustment axis relative to a pro-
portion of the tip end disposed forward of the adjustment
axis.
[0013] In some embodiments, the variable position air-
foil member may be pivotable between an upper limit
position beyond the first position. The offset between the
first and second position may be different than the offset
between the upper limit position and the first position.
[0014] In some embodiments, a solidity of the variable
position airfoil members may be less than one. The plu-
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rality of divots may be separated by a hub surface pitch.
[0015] In some embodiments, the hub end may be
spherical. The variable position airflow member may in-
clude a tip end that is spherical. The axial extent of spher-
ical shape at the tip end forward of a pivot axis of the
variable position airflow member may be shifted back-
ward relative to the axial extent of the spherical shape at
the hub end forward of the pivot axis.
[0016] In some embodiments, one of the tip offset and
hub offset may include a first range of pivot angles such
that clearance is substantially constant, and a second
range of pivot angles such that clearance in the second
range may be variable.
[0017] In some embodiments, a forward portion of the
variable position airflow member may include a first for-
ward range of pivot angles over which the offset is con-
stant. An aft portion of the airflow member may include
a first aft range of pivot angles over which the offset is
constant. The first forward range may be different than
the first aft range. In some embodiments, the adjustment
axis may be biased to one side of the divot.
[0018] According to another aspect of the present dis-
closure, a method may include a number of operations.
The method may include rotating a turbomachinery blade
about a centerline of a gas turbine engine, the turboma-
chinery blade having a spherical shaped end; pivoting
the turbomachinery blade about a pivot axis to swing from
a first position to a second position, the spherical shaped
end residing in a concave divot depression formed in a
flow path surface, the concave divot depression having
a spherical shape complementary to the spherical
shaped end of the turbomachinery blade; as a result of
the pivoting, sweeping the spherical shaped end of the
turbomachinery blade across the complementary spher-
ical shape of the concave divot depression; and main-
taining a substantially constant clearance between the
spherical shaped end of the turbomachinery blade and
the spherical shape of the concave divot depression.
[0019] In some embodiments, the pivoting may result
in extending a trailing edge of the turbomachinery blade
past the divot depression after the turbomachinery blade
reaches a first limit angle. In some embodiments, the
pivoting may result in extending a leading edge of the
turbomachinery blade past the divot depression after the
turbomachinery blade reaches a second limit angle.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0020]

FIG. 1 depicts one embodiment of a gas turbine en-
gine;
FIG. 2 depicts one embodiment of an airflow mem-
ber;
FIG. 3 depicts another embodiment of an airflow
member;
FIGS. 4A and 4B depict embodiments of an airflow
member;

FIG. 5 depicts an embodiment of a divot depression;
FIGS. 6A and 6B depict embodiments of divot de-
pressions;
FIG. 7 depicts various embodiment of hub interface
shapes; and
FIG. 8 depicts various embodiments of tip interface
shapes.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS

[0021] For the purposes of promoting an understand-
ing of the principles of the disclosure, reference will now
be made to the embodiments illustrated in the drawings
and specific language will be used to describe the same.
It will nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the
scope of the disclosure is thereby intended. Any altera-
tions and further modifications in the described embod-
iments, and any further applications of the principles of
the disclosure as described herein are contemplated as
would normally occur to one skilled in the art to which
the disclosure relates.
[0022] With reference to FIG. 1, one embodiment of a
gas turbine engine 50 is depicted which includes a fan
52, a compressor 54, a combustor 56, and a turbine 58.
Air is received into and compressed by the compressor
54 prior to being delivered to the combustor 56 where it
is mixed with fuel and burned. A flow of air and products
of combustion is then delivered to the turbine 58 which
expands the flow stream and produces work that is used
to drive the compressor 54 as well as to drive the fan 52.
The fan 52 is used to develop thrust by accelerating air
through a bypass passage 60 which is exhausted out of
the rear of the engine 50.
[0023] The gas turbine engine can be used to provide
power to an aircraft and can take any variety of forms.
As used herein, the term "aircraft" includes, but is not
limited to, helicopters, airplanes, unmanned space vehi-
cles, fixed wing vehicles, variable wing vehicles, rotary
wing vehicles, unmanned combat aerial vehicles, tailless
aircraft, hover crafts, and other airborne and/or extrater-
restrial (spacecraft) vehicles. Further, the present disclo-
sures are contemplated for utilization in other applica-
tions that may not be coupled with an aircraft such as,
for example, industrial applications, power generation,
pumping sets, naval propulsion, weapon systems, secu-
rity systems, perimeter defense/security systems, and
the like known to one of ordinary skill in the art.
[0024] Though the engine 50 is depicted as a single
spool engine, other embodiments can include additional
spools. The embodiment of the engine 50 depicted in
FIG. 1 is in the form of a turbofan engine, but it will be
appreciated that some embodiments of the gas turbine
engine can take on other forms such as, but not limited
to, open rotor, turbojet, turboshaft, and turboprop. In
some forms, the gas turbine engine 50 can be a variable
cycle and/or adaptive cycle engine.
[0025] Turning now to FIG. 2, an airfoil member 62 that
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can be used in the turbomachinery components of the
gas turbine engine 50 is depicted. The airfoil member 62
is an airfoil shaped elongate component that extends
across a flow path of the turbomachinery component and
which can be used to operate upon a fluid traversing the
flow path, such as by changing a direction and/or pres-
sure of the fluid travelling through the flow path.
[0026] The embodiment of the airfoil member 62 de-
picted in FIG. 2 is in the form of a rotatable blade capable
of being rotated around the centerline 64, but in other
embodiments it will be appreciated that the airfoil mem-
ber 62 may take the form of the stator vane. The airfoil
member 62 is disposed in a flowpath 66 formed between
an inner wall 68 and an outer wall 70 and is capable of
being rotated to a pitch angle about the axis 72. The
flowpath 66 can be an annular flow path in many embod-
iments. The airfoil member includes a tip end 74 disposed
adjacent the outer wall 70, and a hub end 76 disposed
adjacent the inner wall 68.
[0027] The inner wall 68, outer wall 70, tip end 74, and
hub end 76 are illustrated for purposes of convenience
as straight lines, but as will be discussed further below
one or more of the walls 68, 70 and ends 74, 76 will have
a spherical shape to provide for a substantially constant
clearance over a wide range of pivoting action of the airfoil
member 62. To set forth just one non-limiting example,
the outer wall 70 and tip end 74 can have complementary
spherical shapes, while the inner wall 68 and hub end 76
do not. It is also possible for both outer and inner walls
70, 68 to have spherical shapes. As used herein, the term
"spherical" will be understood to include those shapes
that are substantially spherical to provide for a substan-
tially constant clearance over the wide range of pivoting
the action of the airfoil member 62. To set forth just a few
non-limiting examples, some variation in the shape of the
interface will be recognized for manufacturing tolerances
and service wear.
[0028] The spherical shape at the tip and hub ends of
the airfoil member 62 can be concave or convex on either
or both tip and hub. For example, in the embodiment
depicted in figure 2, the tip end of the airfoil member 62
can have a convex shape such that the flow path extends
up and away from the hub end 76 at a leading edge 78
of the airfoil member before reaching an apex and de-
scending back towards the hub and 76 at a trailing edge
80 of the airfoil member 62. Various other possibilities
will be appreciated from this singular example. For ex-
ample, the tip end 74 can have a concave shape, the hub
end 76 can have a convex shape, and the hub end 76 in
other embodiments can have a concave shape. Thus,
any variation of concave and convex shapes can be used
on either or both of the tip end 74 and hub end 76. Fur-
thermore, the ends 74, 76 can both be either a concave
or convex shape, while in other embodiments one of the
ends 74, 76 can be concave while the other of the ends
74, 76 can be convex.
[0029] The relative placement of the concave and con-
vex shape will determine whether the shape is extending

away from or toward the centerline 64. For example, if
the outer wall 70 is concave, part of that surface may
extend away from the centerline while another part is
extending toward the centerline. Such a situation is
present when the outer wall 70 is at the same radial dis-
tance from the centerline 64 on both sides of the concave
spherical shape.
[0030] Separate and apart from the shape of the walls
68 and 70 and whether or not the walls are extending
toward or away from the centerline 64, the area of the
flow path annulus can also be increasing or decreasing
due in large part to the interdependent nature of flow path
area with outer radius and inner radius. In various em-
bodiments, the cross sectional area may be increasing
or decreasing as a function of axial location depending
on the relative nature of the spherical shapes at one or
both of the walls 68 and 70. No limitation on the nature
of the cross sectional area is intended unless expressly
stated to the contrary.
[0031] Though the airfoil member 62 is shown for con-
venience as a quadrilateral, it will be appreciated that the
airfoil member 62 can have any variety of characteristics
associated with any number of airfoil members used in
gas turbine engines. For example, the airfoil member 62
can include sweep, lean, twist, etc. Furthermore, the air-
foil member 62 can have any variety of orientations of its
characteristics (sweep, lean, twist, etc) relative to any
variety of features (e.g. pivot axis, leading and trailing
edges, etc) of the airfoil member 62. For example, the
tip end 74 and the hub end 76 can be located relative to
the axis 72 such that a greater proportion of either of the
tip and 74 or the hub end 76 is disposed either forward
or aft of the axis 72. Other embodiments will be described
further below.
[0032] The spherical shape can occur in any range be-
tween the leading edge 78 and trailing edge 80 including
the entire range between leading and trailing edge. In
some forms, a spherical shape can be located between
the leading edge and a point between the leading edge
and trailing edge (e.g. a pivot point between the leading
edge and trailing edge), and another spherical shape with
a different radius can be located between the midpoint
and the trailing edge. In fact, the different spherical
shapes can be a mixture of concave and convex spherical
shapes. To set forth just one non-limiting example, the
forward spherical shape can be concave and the aft
spherical shape can be convex. FIGS. 7 and 8 set forth
a few non-limiting examples of having spherical shapes
forward and aft of the pivot axis, whether the shapes are
a mixture of concave, convex, or wholly concave or con-
vex. The shapes can have the same or different radii.
The arrow indicates rotation about the axis in either di-
rection. The various figures also illustrate a combination
of spherical shapes and linear shapes that also produce
very little gap when the member is pivoted about the axis.
The straight line, or linear, segments can be either for-
ward or aft of the pivot axis, or both forward and aft. It
will be appreciated that any particular hub side geometry
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depicted in any of the nine separate variations of FIG. 7
can be paired with any particular tip side geometry de-
picted in any of the nine separate variations in FIG. 8.
[0033] Turning now to FIG. 3, one embodiment of the
airfoil member is shown as a fan blade 62 capable of
pivoting about axis 72 and rotatable about the centerline
64. The flowpath 66 is bounded by a hub that generally
extends away from the centerline 64 at an upstream end
until reaching an apex before descending towards the
centerline 64. The fan blade 62 is depicted as being lo-
cated near an apex of the hub, but in other forms the fan
blade 62 can be located further forward on the hub or
further aft.
[0034] Turning now to FIGS. 4A and 4B, two separate
embodiments of the fan blades 62 are depicted, both of
which include a spherical tip end 74. Each of the fan
blades 62 illustrated in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B include com-
pound sweep distributions with the primary difference be-
ing that the embodiment in FIG. 4A includes a rearward
sweep near the hub end 76 and a forward sweep at the
tip end 74, while the embodiment and FIG. 4B initially
includes a rearward sweep at the hub followed by suc-
cessive forward sweep, rearward sweep, and finally for-
ward sweep at the tip. Another difference is that the axis
72 of the embodiment depicted in FIG. 4B passes through
a center of gravity 82 of the fan blade 62. While both
embodiments depict compound sweep distributions, oth-
er forms of the fan blade 62 good consist of backward
sweep only.
[0035] Turning now to some similarities between FIG.
4A and FIG. 4B, it will be noted that the tip in 74 is shifted
axially aft relative to the hub and 76. For example, the
leading edge of the tip end 74 is shifted back axially rel-
ative to the leading edge of the hub in the 76. The ar-
rangement depicted in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B also permits
the spherical shape at the tip end 74 to have mostly con-
traction which permits higher fan pressure ratios for a
given diameter relative to a flowpath with lesser contrac-
tion. A descending flow path can also minimize engine
length, and thus engine weight, because the S-duct
downstream of the fan blade 62 can be shorter and the
core vane, sometimes referred to as the ESS, can be on
a descending flow path. Having the ESS on the descend-
ing flow path can reduce the extreme radius change in
the S-duct given that the starting radius is reduced.
[0036] The spherical shape at the tip end 74 includes
an apex at the axis 72. Given that the pivot axis 72 is
located towards the leading edge 78 forward of a midpoint
between the leading edge 78 and the trailing edge 80,
the portion of the spherical shape located between the
leading edge 78 and the pivot axis 72 is smaller relative
to the portion of the spherical shape located between the
pivot axis 72 and the trailing edge 80. The midpoint 84
can represent half the arc distance of the spherical shape
at the tip end 74 between the leading edge 78 and trailing
edge 80.
[0037] In one embodiment of the fan blade 62 illustrat-
ed in FIGS. 4A and 4B, several aerodynamic consider-

ations can be taken into account improve operation. For
example, the fan hub pressure ratio can be limited to
avoid separating the flow at the trailing edge 80 of the
fan blade 62. To accommodate this, all of the turning of
the flow in the hub region near the leading edge 78 can
be accomplished and negative camber can be included
in the airfoil to keep airflow attached at the trailing edge.
[0038] FIG. 5 depicts an embodiment of the inner wall
68 in the form of a turbofan spinner having a divot de-
pression 86 formed downstream of a tip 88 of the spinner.
The divot depression 86 can include a spherical shape
as will be appreciated given some of the discussion
above. The divot depression 86 is formed upstream of
an apex 90 associated with the turbofan flowpath, but it
will be appreciated that the divot depression 86 can be
formed in any variety of locations including at the apex
90 and downstream of it. The divot depression 86 in-
cludes a spherical shape size to receive a complemen-
tary circle shaped hub end 76 of a fan blade 62 (not
shown). Also depicted in FIG. 5 is a pivot point 92 through
which the axis 72 extends. The pivot 92 is shown located
in a relatively forward portion of the divot depression 86,
but in other embodiments the pivot 92 can be placed in
other locations of the divot depression 86. In addition,
the axis 72 is illustrated at a right angle to the centerline
64, but in other embodiments the axis 72 can be oriented
at other angles relative to the centerline 64.
[0039] Turning now to FIGS. 6A and 6B, two separate
embodiments are shown of a gas turbine engine having
a plurality of divots 86 disposed circumferentially about
an annular flow path. The embodiment depicted in FIG.
6A illustrates divot depressions 86 separated by a dis-
tance that can be referred to as a pitch. The distance, or
pitch, between divot depressions 86 can be determined
based upon solidity of airfoil members 62, among other
things. Though the divot depressions 86 are not limited
to any particular form of the airflow member 62, in one
non-limiting embodiment the divot depressions 86 are
used with a fan blade 62 at the hub location that suggest-
ed above in FIG. 5.
[0040] FIG. 6B illustrates divot depressions 86 that are
spaced close enough together such that the divot de-
pressions 86 overlap one another. The dashed lines de-
picted in FIG. 6B illustrate what would be nominal contour
lines of respective divot depressions 86 were it not for
the overlap with a neighboring divot depression 86. Over-
lapping divot depressions 86 may occur when solidity is
greater than 1.0. Two separate angles are also illustrated
in FIG. 6B. An angle α1 illustrates an angle measured
from the pivot 92 between a reference axis 94 and a
location that a leading edge 78 of the airflow member 62
would intersect a forward divot overlap between adjacent
divot depressions 86. Likewise, angle α2 illustrates an
angle measured from the pivot 92 between a reference
axis 94 and a location that a trailing edge 80 of the airflow
member 62 would intersect an aft divot overlap between
adjacent divot depressions 86. The reference axis 94 can
be any axis useful to measure divot overlaps, and, in one
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form, is the centerline 64. The angles α1 and α2 can be
calculated based on solidity, blade count, and pivot axis
location to ensure that certain performance critical points
have tight clearances between the airfoil member 62 and
a surface of the divot depression 86. Operation of the
airflow member 62 at a location in which at least portion
of it extends past the divot overlap angles is still accept-
able at other performance points where inefficiency may
be less important. For example, reverse pitch operation
for generation of reverse thrust may be an example of
operation of the airflow member 62 in which it extends
past the divot overlap angle. The angles α1 and α2 can
be the same in some embodiment, but will be different
in others as shown in the illustrated embodiment. In one
particular form, the angles α1 and α2 are different when
the pivot point 92, and corresponding axis 72, are placed
forward of a mid-chord location of the airflow member 62.
[0041] Any of the embodiments disclosed herein of the
particular arrangement of the tip can be used with any of
the embodiments disclosed herein of the particular ar-
rangement of the hub. For example, axially displacing
the tip end 74 relative to the hub in 76 where the tip in
74 includes mostly contraction, and combining that ar-
rangement with the hub end 76 in which the pivot axis is
placed in front of the mid chord location at the hub end
76. This combination can include concave or convex ver-
tical shape at the hub end 76. Any variety of other com-
binations are also contemplated.
[0042] While the invention has been illustrated and de-
scribed in detail in the drawings and foregoing descrip-
tion, the same is to be considered as illustrative and not
restrictive in character, it being understood that only the
preferred embodiments have been shown and described
and that all changes and modifications that come within
the spirit of the disclosure are desired to be protected. It
should be understood that while the use of words such
as preferable, preferably, preferred or more preferred uti-
lized in the description above indicate that the feature so
described may be more desirable, it nonetheless may
not be necessary and embodiments lacking the same
may be contemplated as within the scope of the disclo-
sure, the scope being defined by the claims that follow.
In reading the claims, it is intended that when words such
as "a," "an," "at least one," or "at least one portion" are
used there is no intention to limit the claim to only one
item unless specifically stated to the contrary in the claim.
When the language "at least a portion" and/or "a portion"
is used the item can include a portion and/or the entire
item unless specifically stated to the contrary.
[0043] Unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms
"mounted," "connected," "supported," and "coupled" and
variations thereof are used broadly and encompass both
direct and indirect mountings, connections, supports,
and couplings. Further, "connected" and "coupled" are
not restricted to physical or mechanical connections or
couplings.

Claims

1. A gas turbine engine (50) comprising
an airflow member (62) displaced from an engine
centerline (64) and disposed in a gas path (66) be-
tween a radially outer flow path boundary (70) and
a radially inner flow path boundary (68), the airflow
member (62) having a tip end (74) spaced apart from
the radially outer flow path boundary (70) that togeth-
er form a tip interface,
wherein the tip interface includes a spherical inter-
face shape having a spherical radius that extends
over an axial range and is characterized by a for-
ward axial end, an axial midpoint (84), and an aft
axial end, the axial midpoint (84) and aft axial end
located in a region in which the spherical interface
shape is descending toward the engine centerline
(64),
wherein the airflow member (62) includes a hub end
(76) spaced apart from the radially inner flow path
boundary (68) and the tip end (74) is shifted axially
aft relative to the hub end (76).

2. The gas turbine engine of claim 1, wherein the lead-
ing edge (78) of the tip end is shifted back axially
relative to the leading edge (78) of the hub end (76).

3. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 1 or 2, wherein
the forward axial end is located in a region in which
the flow path is expanding away from the engine cen-
terline (64).

4. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 3, wherein the
airflow member (62) includes a sweep and a center
of gravity (82) of the airflow member (62) is located
on an adjustment axis (72).

5. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 3, wherein the
airflow member (62) is a variable rotor blade (62)
having an adjustment axis (72), the variable rotor
blade (62) is pivotable about the adjustment axis
(72), and a trailing edge (80) at a hub end (76) of the
variable rotor blade (62) includes a negative camber.

6. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 5, wherein the
adjustment axis (72) is in front of a mid chord location
at the tip end (74).

7. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 4, wherein the
airflow member (62) includes a forward sweep.

8. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 1, wherein the
airflow member (62) further includes a hub end (76)
near the radially inner flow path boundary (68) that
together form a hub interface, the airflow member
(62) is pivotable about a pivot axis (72) such that the
tip end (74) and the hub end (76) are rotatable rela-
tive to the radially outer flow path boundary (70) and
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radially inner flow path boundary (68), and the hub
interface includes a hub spherical interface shape
having a spherical radius.

9. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 1, the radially
inner flow path boundary (68) at the aft end of the
airflow member (62) descends towards an engine
centerline (64).

10. A gas turbine engine (50) according to one of the
preceding claims, wherein the airflow member is
a variable position airfoil member (62) that includes
the hub end (76) having a leading edge (78) and a
trailing edge (80), the variable position airfoil mem-
ber (62) disposed within a flow path annulus adjacent
a hub flow path surface having a divot (86) that in-
cludes a downstream end in which a radial rate of
growth of the downstream end is increasing, the var-
iable position airfoil member (62) pivotable around
an adjustment axis (72) and capable of being moved
between a first position and a second position where
the first position provides a flow area greater than a
flow area in the second position, the hub end (76)
offset from the divot (86) to permit pivoting move-
ment of the variable position airfoil member (62) with-
out interference from the flow path surface between
the first position and the second position, wherein
the offset between the flow path surface of the divot
(86) and the hub end (76) of the variable position
airfoil member (62) is constant as the variable vane
moves between the first position and the second po-
sition.

11. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 10, which further
includes a plurality of variable position airflow mem-
bers (62) associated with a plurality of divots (86)
distributed around the circumferentially extending
flow path surface, and wherein a plurality of adjust-
ment axes (72) associated with the plurality of vari-
able airflow members (62) intersect at a common
origin, and wherein the hub end (76) has a greater
proportion disposed forward of the adjustment axis
(72) relative to a proportion of the tip end (74) dis-
posed forward of the adjustment axis (72).

12. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 11, wherein a
variable position airfoil member (62) is pivotable be-
tween an upper limit position beyond the first position
and the offset between the first and second position
is different than the offset between the upper limit
position and the first position.

13. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 10, wherein the
hub end (76) is spherical, the variable position airflow
member (62) includes a tip end (74) that is spherical,
and the axial extent of spherical shape at the tip end
(74) forward of a pivot axis of the variable position
airflow member (62) is shifted backward relative to

the axial extent of the spherical shape at the hub end
(76) forward of the pivot axis.

14. The gas turbine engine (50) of claim 14, wherein one
of the tip offset and hub offset includes a first range
of pivot angles such that clearance is substantially
constant and a second range of pivot angles such
that clearance in the second range is variable
, wherein a forward portion of the variable position
airflow member (62) includes a first forward range
of pivot angles over which the offset is constant and
an aft portion of the airflow member (62) includes a
first aft range of pivot angles over which the offset is
constant and the first forward range is different than
the first aft range
and wherein the adjustment axis (72) is biased to
one side of the divot (86).

15. A method comprising
rotating a turbomachinery blade about a centerline
(64) of a gas turbine engine (50), the turbomachinery
blade having a spherical shaped end,
pivoting the turbomachinery blade about a pivot axis
to swing from a first position to a second position,
the spherical shaped end residing in a concave divot
depression (86) formed in a flow path surface, the
concave divot depression (86) having a spherical
shape complementary to the spherical shaped end
of the turbomachinery blade,
as a result of the pivoting, sweeping the spherical
shaped end of the turbomachinery blade across the
complementary spherical shape of the concave divot
depression (86), and
maintaining a substantially constant clearance be-
tween the spherical shaped end of the turbomachin-
ery blade and the spherical shape of the concave
divot depression (86).
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